consciousness. Malibran, her companions, and the melancholy patient here serve witness to an involuntary outburst of commedia dell'arte in an Italian madhouse.
3
At first glance, Fiorentino's allusion to Malibran's experience at a lunatic asylum seems curious in the context of a review published thirty years after her death. Yet this visit is situated within a specific cultural moment: in the first half of the nineteenth century, the Aversa madhouse was famous throughout Europe for successfully using music, theater, and dance to treat mental illness. Many of these accounts made much of the fact that modern-day Aversa was built near the ruins of Atella, the birthplace of Atellanae farces that were the precursors of the commedia dell'arte. Malibran's visit is only one of a plethora of first-person anecdotes, medical reports, fictional accounts, and newspaper articles that emphasized the efficacy of music and other arts at the institution.
4
This paper examines the use of music, dance, and theatrical therapy in the lunatic asylums of Aversa and Palermo. I argue that the use of the performing arts in these institutions should be understood not only within the context of the emerging field of psychiatry, but also as interacting with popular notions about the national characteristics of Italians. I begin by contextualizing the debate around roleplaying and theatrical productions within the new "moral approach" characteristic of early nineteenth-century psychiatry. I subsequently examine historical reports on the use of music and drama in these asylums. Following a comparison of various accounts of Malibran's visit to Aversa, I end by considering how depictions of these asylums relied on the assumption that Italian minds and bodies had a special sensitivity to the arts.
Theater, music, and the "moral treatment" 5 The association between theater, music, and madness is of course deeply rooted in antiquity 2 . The deliberate staging of plays and operas by lunatics, however, is a nineteenth-century variation on this ancient tradition, stemming from new ideas pertaining to subjectivity and to the nature of mental illness. We can pinpoint the start of this practice to the late-eighteenth-century rise of the so-called "moral treatment", commonly associated with Philippe Pinel in Paris, Vincenzo Chiarugi in Florence, Benjamin Rush in Philadelphia, and William Tuke in York 3 . Proponents of the moral treatment viewed patients as amenable to persuasion and education. They rejected traditionally harsh methods such as restraint and physical punishment in favor of a gentle regime of care that appealed to a patient's moral sensibility. 6 The rise of the moral treatment can be directly linked to eighteenth-century psychologists such as John Locke and Étienne Bonnot de Condillac, who regarded madness as a result of the false connection of ideas 4 . The goal of therapy was therefore to modify unhealthy mental habits through external stimulation, forging new patterns of cerebral activity that would encourage the invalids to gradually regain their senses. The success of a cure became dependent on diverting the patient away from the cause of his sorrows, or disabusing him of irrational beliefs. The primary therapeutic means were conversation, persuasion, and distraction through physical labor or entertainment, as such activities were thought to alter morbid trains of thought. sometimes necessary to shock them into comprehension through a significant emotional experience. These shocks typically took on one of three forms: they could be physical, and involve cold showers or some other stimuli; aesthetic, and arise from an emotional response stimulated by music or other art, or they could be psychic, and involve the staging of an event that resolved a patient's obsession without their knowledge. The latter were enthusiastically undertaken at numerous mental asylums and reported in medical treatises and journals 5 . 8 The historian of psychiatry Mary de Young terms these enactments "pious frauds", which she defines as "ruses, deceits, and trickeries to humor, distract, challenge, and sometimes ridicule the content of delusions, hallucinations, and fixed thoughts and ideas 6 ". This was not a new strategy -according to a famous anecdote, the sixth-century physician Alexander of Tralles had cured a woman who was convinced that she had a serpent in her belly by planting and then extracting a small snake from the receptacle into which she vomited 7 . However, the extent and complexity of these staged events was unprecedented. In a sense, early nineteenth-century pious frauds reveal an Enlightenment-era optimism regarding the nature of mental illness, founded on the belief that delusions could simply be dispelled if confronted with rational evidence.
9
In perhaps the most famous example of a pious fraud in the psychiatric literature, Pinel described treating a paranoid tailor obsessed with political persecution through an elaborate mock trial in which visiting physicians played the role of a government delegation. He reported:
These commissaries, who were dressed in black robes suitable to their pretended office, ranged themselves round a table and caused the melancholic to be brought before them. One of them interrogated him as to his profession, former conduct, the journals which he had been in the habits of reading, and other particulars respecting his patriotism. The defendant related all that he had said and done; and insisted on a definitive judgment, as he did not conceive that he was guilty of any crime. In order to make a deep impression on his imagination, the president of the delegates pronounced in a loud voice the following sentence. "In virtue of the power which has been delegated to us by the national assembly, we have entered proceedings in due form of law, against Citizen: and having duly examined him, touching the matter whereof he stands accused, we make our declaration accordingly. It is, therefore, by us declared, that we have found the said Citizen a truly loyal patriot; and, pronouncing his acquittal, we forbid all further proceedings against him." 8 10 The patient initially improved, but relapsed after inadvertently learning that his trial and acquittal had been staged. Pinel ends this case history with the chilling observation that the man was now wholly incurable.
11 A few years later, German psychiatrist Johann Christian Reil inverted the "pious fraud" paradigm by proposing that asylums should have "a specially designed working theater, with all the necessary apparatus, masks, stage machinery, and sets the deception, while in the second he is presumably conscious of the theatricality to a greater or lesser extent.
12 A third twist on the idea of therapeutic theatricals arose in 1806, when the Abbé François Simonet de Coulmier, the governor of the Charenton lunatic asylum, began producing plays, comic operas, and ballets with the blessing of the institution's chief physician, Jean-Baptiste Joseph Gastaldy. These semi-professional performances featured asylum inmates acting alongside actors, musicians, and dancers hired from Paris. The director of the theater was the institution's most infamous patient, the Marquis de Sade, who frequently took part as an actor. The Charenton theater did not survive Gastaldy's death, and his successor as chief physician, Antoine-Athanase Royer-Collard, clashed repeatedly with de Coulmier over the issue. In 1813, Royer-Collard successfully convinced the government to ban theatrical performances at the institution 10 .
13 A heated debate around the use of therapeutic theater transpired in medical journals well into the 1830s 11 . The core of this debate was concerned with the potentially disruptive effects of theatricals upon the patients. The prominent French psychiatrist Étienne Esquirol attacked the use of plays and comic operas in the treatment of mental illness, and recalled, "there were few representations [at the Charenton] that were not accompanied by some violent explosion of delirium, or by some relapse 12 ". The German physician August Friedrich Schweigger took a more moderate approach, noting that theatricals had the potential to help each participating patient come to an awareness of their true situation. His Berlin-based colleague August Klaatsch confessed that he could not approve of theatrical productions, as these by definition "explore passions and relationships which are foreign to the lunatic's mode of thinking 13 ". He further maintained that lunatics' cunning should never be encouraged by any activity that involved pretending and acting 14 . A similar skepticism was voiced by the Belgian psychiatrist Joseph Guislain, who marveled at the motivation behind putting on "a performance for an audience of fools 15 ". "What good does one expect", he asked, "from a medium that […] exalts the mind and disturbs the heart?
"
14 With the shuttering of the Charenton theatre, the only insane asylums that appear to have regularly employed theatrical spectacles in the first half of the nineteenth century were the Casa dei Matti of Aversa and the institution in Palermo
17
. In what follows, I will discuss the history of these two institutions, focusing on the use of music, dancing, and theatricals at the former, and role-playing at the latter. I rely on reports by hospital staff, visiting physicians, and tourists, as well as the interpretation of accounts of these activities by reviewers abroad. Taken together, these accounts provide an intricate snapshot of the varied uses of the performing arts in patient treatment in southern Italy during the first half of the nineteenth century.
The madhouse of Aversa 15 The Casa dei Matti of Aversa was established in 1813 on the order of Joachim Murat, the French King of Naples between 1808 and 1815. Murat, who was Napoleon's brother-in-law, was adamant about the need to modernize national institutions according to French models
18
. He allocated generous funds toward a new mental institution that would implement the most recent theories about mental illness coming out of Paris. Lunatics were thus removed from Naples' notorious Ospedale degli Incurabili, where they had been kept together with patients suffering from infectious diseases, and lodged in the new complex at Aversa. The institution comprised three buildings with a capacity for approximately 500 patients in total 19 , and insane males, insane females, and epileptics were separately housed. Located only seven miles from Naples, the establishment was close enough to allow leading physicians to visit when needed, yet bucolic and beautiful, situated "in the midst of a most enchanting country, [ . The Abbé's relentless self-promotion garnered opprobrium from local physicians, who complained about the lack of medical rigor at the establishment 22 . However, Linguiti was well connected to the Neapolitan press, and word of his establishment soon spread throughout Europe, attracting the interest of lay visitors and physicians alike 23 . 17 The Aversa asylum was particularly renowned for efficaciously using music, dance, and theater to treat the mentally ill. Letters, popular accounts, and travelogues emphasized the heartwarming sight of patients playing music and acting in theatrical productions. These events soon became valuable tourist attractions. Travelers to Italy were encouraged to visit Aversa's madhouse, where they would find "a Theatre [sic] , and pianos on which other madmen are accustomed to play 24 ". A book on Naples and its environs reported on a performance at the Aversa Casa dei Matti where the "orchestra, actors on the stage, and four-fifths of the audience, were all insane, or under cure for insanity; and yet the performance went off not only with decorum and theatrical propriety, but with a good deal of life and spirit Comedies are performed twice a week, and of concerts an equal number. Balls are permitted whenever a desire for dancing is manifested […] . Tragedies are considered too exciting; but comedies are supposed to have a salutary effect on the minds of the inmates. The performers are the patients, as are also the musicians of the concerts; and I have been told by those who have witnessed the performance, that it is so good as to defy the possibility of suspecting that the actors are deranged.
28
18 Aversa's asylum theater was the subject of a lengthy article in the Giornale del Regno delle Due Sicilie (1823), which was subsequently republished in a number of newspapers including the Gazetta di Milano and even (in a German translation) in the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung (1823). The author described attending a performance of il discolo ravveduto con Pulcinella giocator di vantaggio, presented by over thirty lunatics to an audience of over 500, comprising their fellow patients as well as various local dignitaries, government officials, and Austrian officers. He commended the event for being extremely well organized and decorous, and praised the patients for their dedicated and convincing performances. The reviewer confessed that this experience caused him to change his mind regarding the healing potential of theatrical spectacle. He quoted Linguiti on this point: ". 20 The theatrical entertainments at Aversa also attracted attention beyond Italy. The broader medical community regarded the Aversa performances as participating in the aforementioned debate concerning patient theatricals and the moral method, while interacting with specifically Italian or Neapolitan characteristics. Aversa's prominence, moreover, made it a particularly appealing point of comparison in terms of international psychiatric discourse. In 1826, Esquirol published a statistical account of the institution using data compiled by Giuseppe Lastrillo, a physician employed at Aversa. He examined parameters such as the number of male versus female patients, season, hereditary tendencies, causes of insanity, and number of deaths and cures. Esquirol's data showed that in contrast to France, where the proportion of male to female patients was equal, the ratio of male to female patients at Aversa was five to two. Therefore, he concluded, "it is not the climate which renders insanity less frequent among females in Naples, but their inferior importance in society, and consequently a less frequent exposure to the moral causes of the disease 31 ". However, cases of insanity arising from romantic disappointment were far more frequent in Naples than in France. "It is long", Esquirol observed, "since love has ceased to break hearts and turn heads in France
32
."
Mental alienation is frequent in proportion as countries are less quiet, and more advanced in civilization. Thus Turkey, Egypt, and Russia, contain very few insane, and in northern Italy, where information is more generally diffused, the number is nearly double to what it is in the south. that although Aversa was the finest madhouse in Italy, it fell short of its English and German equivalents due to the "habits and genius of the Neapolitan people 36 ". In England, he reflected, wealthy patients could garden, read, and otherwise amuse themselves, while poorer patients were encouraged to work at their trades. In contrast,
At Aversa, what are the objects of amusement? Billiard tables, music, various petty national games, puppet-shows of all descriptions, and a variety of toys!! We would almost believe its inmates to be boys, not men. But men it seems they are, at least in Naples, where even the upper classes spend the whole day in the coffee-houses, or at the theatre, while the lower orders visit the puppet-show at seven o'clock in the morning, after which they dance the 'Tarantella' and play the Morra.
37
24 While this critic invoked Neapolitan customs to discredit patient theatricals, other medical writers ascribed their success precisely to the national temperament. A reviewer in the North American Medical and Surgical Journal (1831) mused, "like the people of the south of Europe generally, the Neapolitans are instinctively fond of theatrical performances, and would probably fall into a state of despondency and melancholy were they entirely deprived of them 38 ". Bypassing any controversy regarding the asylum's theater, he simply commented on the presence of a "source of amusement, not commonly allowed in lunatic asylums, with which the inmates of Aversa are provided: we allude to theatrical representations, in which some of the patients are made to assume the part of performers, others of spectators 39 ". A similar opinion was echoed by Dr. Gottlob von Nositz und Jänckendorf, who decided that the employment of theatrical spectacles was generally too dangerous for the mentally ill, with the exception of Italian lunatics, for whom marionette shows were essential. He noted, moreover, that the "justly famous" institute at Aversa had produced puppet shows with no ill effects 40 . 25 The Scottish anatomist John Bell addressed national characteristics at length in the account of his visit to the Aversa asylum in his Travels in Italy (1825). Bell was unreservedly enthusiastic about the institution, which he compared favorably to the state of asylums in his home country. The patients at Aversa, he observed, seemed happy, docile, and harmless. Upon meeting a group of them near the establishment's entrance, the "mild looking beings [...] saluted me politely, and all smiled kindly [...] gazing on me like sheep or goats, and harmless as such, without alarm or suspicion 41 ". This stood in sharp contrast to the unfortunate state of the mentally ill in Britain. "Our tempers and dispositions, perhaps, are more ardent, more ungovernable, than those of this nation", he wrote, "yet I am persuaded that the irritable state of the insane with us, is produced less from natural causes, than from the mode of treatment 42 ."
26 Bell was particularly impressed by the establishment's use of musical and theatrical therapy. He praised the asylum's practice of making musical instruments and training available to patients who would not otherwise have had an opportunity to acquire such skills 43 . As an example, he praised an aria buffa performed by a "young man, who sang with so much spirit and effect, his manner and expression were so truly comic, he gave so much character to his subject, that I immediately concluded he had been accustomed to perform on the stage." In fact, he learned, the man was a jeweler who had lost his mind following his wife's death 44 .
27 Bell also admired the asylum's employment of theatrical productions, which he considered akin to the "variety of games, billiards, wooden muskets, puppets dressed in various costumes, and other harmless amusements suited to the childish condition of the inhabitants 45 ". In this passage, he compares the controversial use of operas and spectacle to puppets and toys, and argues that the fact that patients could be entertained with such "harmless amusements" disclosed their inherent innocence, which protected them from the dangers of theatrical spectacle. During his tour of the asylum, for example, a patient approached him and declared himself to be the Emperor. Bell initially dismissed the statement as consistent with the delusions of a manic, only to realize that the man was in fact referring to "an opera, which they were getting up, [in which] he had been selected to play the Emperor of Morocco, a circumstance from which he seemed to derive much pleasure 46 ". 28 Subsequently, Bell observed a number of other patients in the institute's courtyard, including small groups playing games, practicing dance steps to the sound of a guitar and tambourine, and practicing speeches. He observed that both the mentally handicapped and the insane seemed different from their British counterparts, noting:
I saw nothing like those starts, of wild, but grand and powerful imaginations, which often momentarily illuminate the mind of the maniac in our country. Their gait was listless, and even in dancing, their movements were languid. I observed however, that when the tarantalla [sic] struck up, it acted on some with electric force.
47
29 Two patients, whom Bell nicknamed "the tragedian", and "the geometrician", seemed highly affected by the tarantella:
The geometrician […] threw himself into various attitudes, with a degree, of mirth, glee, and drollery, that, even in such circumstances, was nearly irresistible; while in the meantime the tragedian unheeding and unheeded, yet evidently excited by the general gaiety, tossing and flinging his arms energetically, stalked majestically, but with the unerring tact, attributed to the somnambulist among the dancers.
48
30 The mere hint of the tarantella, it seems, transforms these men into puppets or automata, in which each enacts a theatrical version of his particular mania. The "geometrician" poses and clowns, while the "tragedian" is akin to a sleepwalker, at once excited and completely unaware of his surroundings.
31 To summarize, both proponents and critics of the Aversa asylum understood the establishment in terms of national stereotypes, ranging from the tarantella to games, opera, and the commedia dell'arte. In some cases, the trope of comparing patients to children was used to argue for the inherent innocence of the former, but in others it was mapped onto contentions regarding the immaturity of the Italian nationality. For example, Bell believed the theatrical productions to be harmless because the childlike minds of the Aversa lunatics were incorruptible, while the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal regarded such entertainments as symptomatic of the inherent puerility of Italians. These claims intersected with, and amplified, debates about the value of theatrical productions in the treatment of mental illness.
The madhouse of Palermo 32 In 1824, nearly a decade after the establishment of the madhouse at Casa dei Matti Aversa, Baron Pietro Pisani took over the directorship of the madhouse in Palermo. Although this institution had long been in existence, Pisani decided to use his position to completely restructure it, basing his reforms upon the newest trends in European psychiatry 49 . Pisani was exceptionally well suited to this task. An accomplished administrator and philanthropist 50 , he had firsthand experience with mental illness: his beloved son Antonino, a talented composer and writer on music, had suffered from "a kind of absence of mind" which "rendered him insensible to any external sensation 51 ". This state may have stemmed from any number of psychological or neurological conditions which could have been considered grounds for institutionalization at the time. Following his son's premature death, Pisani attempted suicide, and fell into a profound depression 52 . He eventually recovered in part due to his passion for music and archeology, as well as his immersion in various philanthropic projects 53 . The combination of personal experience with madness as well as the therapeutic effects of external activities and hobbies left Pisani with a particular empathy for lunatics. He also maintained a deep-seated belief in the healing powers of distraction through arts and physical activity. 33 Pisani's initial encounter with the Palermo mental institution was harrowing. A decade later, he described the institute's former method of psychiatric treatment in a letter to Dr. Moore (1835):
The first time that I entered there, the awful sight horrified me. I had the heavy iron chains that the subjects were tied to from the neck downwards removed without hesitation. I also had the clubs that the guards used to hit the insane whenever they wished burnt together with the chains […] the pale, emaciated and unhappy creatures stood up and with eyes full of tears extended their skinny arms towards me to embrace me. Others embraced my knees, others were unable to express their gratitude in any way because they were too weak to do so and cried profusely.
54
34 Relying perhaps on the trauma of losing his son, Pisani regarded his patients "as perverted children to be lovingly brought up 55 ", and required that his charges address him as "father". He also persuaded them to voluntarily participate in the upkeep and construction of the asylum's grounds. Having noticed that the patients were generally well behaved when occupied in conversation, Pisani hoped that physical employment would constitute a permanent form of distraction 56 . This was accomplished by the following scheme: the baron threw a party that featured various forms of entertainment, including music, games, dances and singing. He writes:
At the end of the fun I left the company and went for a walk alone as if I were immersed in troubling thoughts. After a little while the most courageous joined me and were followed by others, who asked me when the violins would return. Never! I replied […] how could I pay for dances and parties with the money that I had to use to pay for clothes and to provide for the needs of so many dissolute and slothful adults? I could organize parties and dinners if they would decide to work and obtain the things that they needed with their hands […] This we would certainly do, all the others said. Order us to do it and you will be blindly obeyed. Then I embraced them and promised them that the violins would return regularly every Sunday.
57
35 This tale lies somewhere between a pious fraud and the carrot-and-stick approach.
Although Pisani's dilemma was only for show, the incentive of music every Sunday successfully motivated the asylum patients to work throughout the week. Within a few years, his male patients had constructed new living quarters and expanded the establishment considerably, while "the insane women ha[d] provided clothes for all members of the family 58 ". Even though Pisani never mentioned Aversa explicitly, he seems to have modeled his therapeutic treatments, which incorporated music and theatre, on the methods made famous by Linguitti's establishment. However, there were differences as well, not least the fact that Pisani's patients were consistently involved in the building and maintenance of their facilities. A subsequent report in The Boston Medical and Surgical Journal (1835) noted that the patients had built a small Greek theater on the asylum's grounds entirely by themselves, and that the activity of manual labor had proven so therapeutic for the inmates, that it seemed probable that "these ornaments will go on increasing, until every angle of the buildings will present, to the curiosity of visitors, some eccentric or elaborate workmanship, by the hands of industrious lunatics 59 ".
36 Pisani's institution soon became a sightseeing attraction, much like the asylum at Aversa, and was featured in numerous tour guides and travel memoirs. While both institutions boasted luxurious grounds and gardens as well as patient-produced theatricals, concerts, and artworks, the presence of Pisani himself was a particular draw. Tourists were eager to meet the "Sicilian nobleman […] [who] renounced a life of ease and pleasure to devote himself to the amelioration of the condition of this portion of his fellow-creatures 60 "; a man who "abandoned a brilliant position in society and withdrew to this house of mourning to become the father and comforter of its inmates 61 ". Some visitors compared him to a saint 62 , while others regarded him as no less mad than his patients 63 . Pisani was even the subject of phrenological speculation: a writer in The Boston Medical Journal praised the Baron's "finely formed head and features so common among the Italians, and a countenance beaming with benevolence, clearly indicative of the pure fountain within 64 ". In contrast, the French physician Prosper Ménière described Pisani as possessing "one of the most singular heads that I have encountered", emphasizing that he had frequently "observed the bizarre form of individuals that administer to, and live with, the insane; it seems that this cohabitation has something contagious 65 ". 37 Reports on Palermo consistently praised Pisani. John Butler, the Marquis of Ormonde, spent an afternoon at the asylum in 1832, and recalled, "the Baron, with whom we had a good deal of conversation, appeared most kind and judicious in his manner towards the invalids 66 ". The Reverend Charles Rockwell visited the establishment in 1835, and was moved by seeing Pisani joining his patients in an outdoor dance, commenting on the "kind and affectionate authority and persuasion [with which] he strove to arouse the sad and the sorrowful to join in the lively and active joy of those around 67 ". The American author Nathaniel Parker Willis recalled the love of the patients for their "father", and described how a madwoman "came stealing up behind the trees on tiptoe, and putting her band suddenly over the baron's eyes, kissed him on both sides of his face, laughing heartily, and calling him by every name of affection 68 ". Recovered patients also expressed similar sentiments: an anonymous former patient wrote a guidebook for tourists to the asylum, and called Pisani his "beloved second father 69 ".
38 In addition to Pisani himself, the asylum's weekly concerts were also a significant attraction. Visitors to the Casa dei Matti, who were barred from interacting with the patients directly, could attend these performances on Sundays 70 . It appears, however, that tourists of high standing were sometimes allowed some supervised contact. A distinguished Swiss diplomat, Jean Huber-Saladin, arrived at the Casa dei Matti on a Monday, and expressed his regret at having missed the festivities of the previous day. Pisani promised him a small performance:
He led him into the room of the most manic patient of all, who was howling frightfully. The madman calmed down when he saw the baron, and the latter, addressed him, saying: "What is with you, my friend? Are you feeling ill today? Do you wish for some momentary distraction, a little dancing of the tarantella?" The patient agreed, and they immediately sent for one of the most furious female patients of the institution; another patient brought his violin and dancing began. When they were exhausted, they were sent back to their rooms. 71 Music, theater, and the moral treatment: the Casa dei Matti in Aversa and Pal...
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39 Huber-Saladin's report makes it clear that while the patients agree to dance the tarantella, its primary use in this case was to entertain onlookers. It is notable, however, that Pisani asked the patient whether he wished for some distraction in the form of music and dance.
40 In other cases, however, Pisani appears to have staged pious frauds in order to entertain important visitors. For example, when the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos visited the institute in 1827, the aristocrat took part in a pious fraud of sorts involving a furious patient confined to a padded cell. Pisani instructed the Duke to request the man's freedom as a personal favor:
This of course I did, before the other patients: it was to have its effect upon them. The door was partly opened, and out rushed the maniac. The Baron fixed his eyes upon him, and saying two or three words quietly to him, the maniac's violence ceased for the moment. The Baron told him he owed his liberty to S. E., meaning me, and that I trusted he would merit my indulgence. For the moment the poor wretch was quite quiet, thanked me, called me a good Muscovite (he fancied himself Czar of Muscovy).
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41 Buckingham noted, however, that the man soon began roaring again, and had to be returned to his cell. 42 The notion of pious frauds loomed large in visitor reports of Pisani's madhouse. According to a surgeon writing in The Boston Medical Journal, the Baron successfully cured a deranged female patient frozen into a crouching position for over ten years using unconventional means:
[He] went to visit her one morning, and told her that he had come to the determination no longer to lead a life of celibacy, and had now come to ask her hand in marriage. She was at first indignant and requested him not to make fun of her. He pressed his suit with so much earnestness and with so many compliments, that at length […] she became more cheerful, laughed a little, and finally consented to marry him. 73 43 Pisani then set up a mock wedding at the asylum, and threw a great party for the inmates:
She was dressed and decorated like a bride, and then carried to an elegant arbor where a feast was prepared for all the guests. One of the keepers was dressed as the Padre, a counterfeit ceremony was performed, and they all paid her the most particular marks of respect and congratulation, giving her the title she had acquired of Baroness. […] [S]he is now an intelligent and respectable lady of Sicily, who often laughs with the Baron, whom she calls her esposo, at the amusing freak of the marriage ceremony.
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44 A different account of this case was penned by Willis, who identified the patient as a Greek, and reported that she had refused to leave her bed for seven years. Brought to the Palermo asylum, her situation improved after the Baron "addressing what he considered the master-passion in all female bosoms [...] offered himself to her in marriage 75 ". Following a mock ceremony at the institution, the woman gradually regains "the use of her limbs, her health is improved, and excepting an occasional paroxysm […] she is quiet and contented 76 ".
45 Both Willis and Dumas used their experience of visiting the Palermo asylum as seed material for fictional works. Their tales rely on pious frauds, music, dance, and theatre to create a heterotopia in which reality seems entirely malleable to the designs of the asylum director. In both stories, Pisani is presented as a benevolent puppet master adored by his charges. There is no incredulity in this universe, nor any negative consequences: the patients seem perpetually delighted to do their master's bidding, and the dangers inherent in pious frauds -already described by Pinel in 1801 -are wholly ignored. 46 Willis adapted the aforementioned "mock marriage" into a short story entitled "The Madhouse of Palermo" (1835), in which the "Baron Pisani" describes participating in an imaginary wedding with his patient, a beautiful Greek princess. Dumas, who visited the Casa dei Matti on September 27, 1835, left verses in the asylum guestbook portraying specific patients whom he encountered during his stay. These included Placido de Luca, a prominent lawyer from Catania who had sustained a head injury. A character named "Lucca", whose symptoms closely resemble those of de Luca, appears in the first chapter of Dumas's travel memoir, Le Capitaine Aréna (1842), which includes a fanciful account of a visit to Pisani's madhouse at Palermo 77 . Dumas also borrowed Huber-Saladin's aforementioned account of patients dancing the tarantella at the baron's behest, ascribing the remarkable effect of this tarantella upon these characters to their Sicilian nationality 78 .
Illustration from "A Mad Bridal: Strange Experiences Among Palermitan Lunatics", in The Illustrated American (11 July 1891), p. 359
Source: Google Books, https://books.google.fr/ Willis is not credited, and the story is published anonymously.
47 Dumas's fictional account of the Palermo madhouse ends with a remarkably surreal image:
The sound of the violin had drawn together, from various parts of the garden, a number of patients, male and female, and the quadrille was formed. Among the most conspicuous figures in the group were the son of the Emperor of China, and the man who believed himself to be dead. The former wore on his head a splendid crown, made of gilt paper; and the latter, who was enveloped in a white sheet, stalked about with the grave and solemn air which he conceived to be common to a ghost. [...] The scene was indescribable; it was like one of those fantastic visions which are sometimes conjured up in a dream.
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48 This whimsical depiction is remarkably similar to Fiorentino's anecdote of the patients surrounding Malibran at Aversa. Recall that the singer was encircled by lunatics "dressed in weird outfits, with colorful scraps of cloth […] wearing large cones of gray paper that they had stolen from the kitchen 80 ". With conical gray hats alluding to Pulcinella's stereotypical costume, Fiorentino's image clearly expresses a commedia dell'arte trope. The resemblance between these two tales might not be entirely accidental: shortly after visiting Palermo, Dumas persuaded Fiorentino to move to Paris and become his assistant and ghostwriter 81 . At some point during their early acquaintance they may have compared notes about Italian asylums, possibly inspiring Dumas to borrow the image of the dancing madmen of Aversa, just as he appropriated Huber-Saladin's tale of the tarantella 82 .
Malibran at Aversa 49 The recurrence of specific motifs across depictions of the Aversa and Palermo institutions informs us about explicit cultural fantasies regarding the sensitivity of Italian minds and bodies. These tropes migrate across genres including medical writings, first-person accounts, and fictional stories. Thus, for example, evidence of the tarantella's power over mental patientƒs appears in Bell's 1824 medical report, Huber-Saladin's anecdote, and in Dumas's short story. Although the first is set in Aversa and the latter two in Palermo, all of these depictions focus on the way in which a specific kind of music purportedly altered the behavior of a pair of patients. It is small wonder therefore, that Fiorentino's aforementioned anecdote about Malibran's visit to the asylum at Aversa described the power of her voice causing a dramatic change in the inmates' persons.
50 In an unexpected twist, this feature of Fiorentino's account of Malibran at Aversa can also be regarded as a trope: there are at least two additional reports of her visit to the institution 83 . The earliest of these appeared in a posthumous biography of the singer compiled by María de las Mercedes Santa Cruz y Montalvo, the Countess of Merlin, in 1838. Merlin, like Fiorentino, recalls that the singer's carriage broke down between Naples to Rome near a town she calls Avezza
84
. While waiting for her conveyance to be repaired, the singer decided to visit the local insane asylum. She asked the director of the establishment whether any of the patients would like to hear her, and learned that one of them loved music. The director warned her, however, that this man was romantically obsessed with the queen, and would fall into a frenzy whenever he saw any woman whatsoever. Malibran remained unafraid: "As to that", replied she, "I shall pass for a little boy, (she was dressed in male attire.) Let me see him". Her wish was complied with. She entered the apartment in which the young man was confined. For a moment he gazed on her with evident curiosity. Madame Malibran approached a piano which stood in the chamber, and ran her fingers over the keys. In an instant the poor maniac was all attention. She sang the romance in Otello. "Is this divine?" exclaimed the young man, and he appeared violently excited. "No", he added, "this is the voice of a woman": then bursting into tears, he threw himself into a chair and sobbed aloud. 51 This story corresponds to Fiorentino's anecdote in featuring a lovesick male patient moved to tears by Malibran's performance of the Willow Song. There is a further resemblance in that both sources emphasize that other patients in the asylum also wanted to perform for Malibran. Here the stories diverge: according to Fiorentino, the The encounter produced a prodigious effect. These poor unfortunates, in a transport, kissed the hands and clothes of she who so moved them. They understood, they felt, they sensed that they lived at last! One man, whose manner betrayed noble lineage, leant on the arm of a doctor, abundant tears streaming down his face. He approached the great artist, and exclaimed: "Ah! Madame, your genius makes me recover my reason. ". However, he also includes a disclaimer of sorts, blaming the propagation of this tale on a local penchant for magical thinking:
We do not present this tale as authentic, far from it; but we should note that at that same time a nobleman was in fact discharged from the madhouse of Aversa. The Neapolitan spirit, which loves and seeks the miraculous even where it is not to be found, naturally attributed this cure to the great artist.
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54 Regardless of the nature of the historical Malibran's visit to the asylum at Aversa, the flourishing of these hagiographic vignettes testify to the importance of both the diva and the madhouse in the public imagination. The public was eager to fantasize about the transformative power of Malibran's voice by projecting their own expectation of emotional experience even onto a population that was regarded as alien. Moreover, the vaguely physical threat posed by the lunatics -ranging from the lovesick youth barred from seeing women to the mad patients surrounding the singer and falling into fitsadded a scintilla of danger representing the erotic power of music as embodied by Malibran's voice and person
93
.
Conclusion: music, theater, and the mind 55 This essay has explored the role of music and theater in the Case dei Matti of Aversa and Palermo, two of the most important Italian mental institutions in the first half of the nineteenth century. Examining archival sources as well as works of fiction reveals that the debate over theatrical productions in lunatic asylums took a particular shape with respect to Italy. Whereas patient theatricals were generally regarded as dangerous by psychiatrists in northern Europe, an exception was frequently made for Italians, for whom such entertainments were regarded as essential. The writings of these physicians are united by the assumption that Italians could enjoy far higher quantities of music, theater, and dance without becoming dangerously overexcited; indeed, the very absence of these entertainments would cause them to wither and decline.
56 Both fictional and factual accounts of the asylums of Aversa and Palermo consistently invoke a number of familiar elements -role playing, the tarantella, and the commedia dell'arte -in service of implicit or explicit arguments for the special power of music and theater over the mind. The fantasy behind many of these accounts reflects the belief that mental illness might be cured by a suitable physical, aesthetic, or psychic shock. These stories thus display the extent to which early nineteenth-century understandings of mental illness differ from subsequent and contemporary approaches. Rather than a chronic condition to be medicated or managed, cures by means of pious frauds, patient theatricals, or musical performances reveal a remarkable optimism in the power of the arts to restore health and reason. 
ABSTRACTS
In the first half of the nineteenth century, the Casa dei Matti in Aversa and Palermo were renowned throughout Europe for using music to treat the insane. In an innovative approach to mental illness inspired by Pinel's moral treatment, patients took regular part in theatrical productions, operas, and musical performances. This paper investigates the methods used at Aversa and Palermo in light of contemporary medical debates. I argue that the use of music and theater in these institutions should be understood not only within the context of the emerging field of psychiatry, but also as interacting with popular notions of the national characteristics of Italians. Relying on both historical accounts and fictional narratives, I end by considering how depictions of musical-theatrical treatment expressed the assumption that Italian minds and bodies had a special sensitivity to the arts. alla malattia mentale ispirato al trattamento morale di Pinel, i pazienti partecipano a spettacoli teatrali e musicali. Si tratta qui di analizzare i metodi utilizzati ad Aversa e a Palermo alla luce dei dibattiti medici contemporanei. L'uso della musica e del teatro in queste istituzioni non va inteso solo nel contesto del campo emergente della psichiatria, ma anche nella sua interazione con nozioni comuni del tempo sulle caratteristiche nazionali degli italiani. L'analisi di testimonianze storiche e di finzioni concede di misurare quanto il trattamento musico-teatrale in queste istituzioni si fondi sull'ipotesi che le menti e i corpi italiani avrebbero una particolare sensibilità per le arti. 
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